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Divinity School to Commemorate Former Dean

Divinity School renames library to honor former visionary dean.

BY RICH HARRIS

The Howard University School of Divinity will celebrate the life and legacy of its former dean, Lawrence Neal Jones, by renaming the school’s library after him on Wednesday, Jan. 20, during its Convocation.

The library at the School of Divinity will be named after its former dean, Lawrence Neal Jones. Under his leadership, the school developed programs that today shape the curriculum.

During his tenure, that "Gaines family memorializes his contributions to Howard, the School of Divinity, Washington, D.C., and the nation.

"Dean Jones, as he will always be remembered, was one of the forerunners in the School of Divinity’s history," Pullen said. "He held positions for 10 years with Howard University, as a visiting professor, and those who are fortunate to matriculate, work, teach or do research here will be the inheritor of his great sacrifice and heritage."

Jones will be remembered as a visionary, scholar, educator, preacher, pastor, mentor, vanguard, historian and author. He received a bachelor’s degree in English Literature, a master’s degree in Divinity, and a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) and a Doctor of Divinity (DD) from Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri. He was also a candidate for the School of Divinity Degree from Oberlin College and Seminary, where he was the first African American to hold that position.

Jones is the recipient of numerous honorary degrees and awards. He was awarded pieces, including "Soundings," "Notes from a Preacher’s Desk," "Theological Reflections" and "Christian Churches 1619-1860," as well as numerous honorary degrees and awards, including "Soundings," "Notes from a Preacher’s Desk," "Theological Reflections" and "Christian Churches 1619-1860."

He also served as Vice President of Student Affairs at Howard University by President Sylis A. Rhine.

To replace Gibbs, President Camille Augustin has announced to replace former athletic director Grassa with a new Vice President of Student Affairs, by a former student athlete, playing for Howard University’s football team and winning conference matches. Gibbs will be replacing former athletic director Dwight Detrick.

For Gibbs, his new task will be to oversee the week of coaches and staff involved in athletic programs. "I think it’s good for Howard’s future," said former Howard student, playing for Howard University’s football team and winning conference matches. Gibbs will be replacing former athletic director Dwight Detrick.
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The Saga Continues: Baseball's Steroids Era

BY ROYCE STRAVAN

The saga of the steroid-scandal continues. Barry Bonds' 756th home run season has reached a new pinnacle as the baseball community prepares for the upcoming season. The controversy surrounding the use of performance-enhancing drugs in baseball has reached a fever pitch, with many athletes and fans alike questioning the integrity of the game.

The recent surge in home runs and hitting streaks has raised eyebrows among baseball enthusiasts and executives alike. The debate over the impact of steroids on the game continues to rage on, with some arguing that the sport has been irrevocably tainted, while others maintain that the game remains a spectacle of skill and athleticism.

The 2005 congressional hearing on baseball steroids, which resulted in the introduction of legislation to ban the use of performance-enhancing drugs, has brought the issue to the forefront of public consciousness. The hearings highlighted the need for stricter regulations and increased scrutiny of athletes.

Despite the controversy, baseball remains one of the most popular sports in the United States, with millions of fans tuning in to watch their favorite teams and players. The 2006 season promises to be a time of change and uncertainty, as the game continues to navigate the challenges presented by the steroid scandal.
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Election Season Kicks Off on HU's Campus

BY CAMILLE AUGUSTIN

Election season kicks off on HU's campus as candidates attend meet­

ting-related to the political aspects of the season as well as their personal ambitions. For that last day of election season, students from all over campus are gathered to hear the candidates speak. The campus student government held a meeting to discuss the rules and regulations surrounding the election season. According to Russell, "We had meetings about the issues that are important to our organization, and we look for someone who is confident and knowledgeable in their position." Russell stated.

Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity Members 'Rush, Rule It'

BY TAHIRA HAIRSTON

Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity celebrates first year at Howard, prepares for new membership intake

"We're trying new things and want to be the number one consumer," President Reynolds said. "We have become so experienced that I needed to be well rounded and then there it just kind of blossomed."
CELEBRATING THE POWER OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

JOHN H. JOHNSON ANNUAL LEGACY DAY

CELEBRATION

THURSDAY, JANUARY 21, 2010
2:30 PM – 5:00 PM

GALLERY LOUNGE
BLACKBURN CENTER

HOWARD UNIVERSITY (MAIN CAMPUS)

THE HILLTOP RECEPTION SPONSORED BY...

JHJ BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION

1ST PLACE ~ $1,500
2ND PLACE ~ $1,000
3RD PLACE ~ $ 500

PLEASE JOIN US IN THE JHJSOC ANNUAL CELEBRATION WHERE WE PAY TRIBUTE TO MR. JOHN H. JOHNSON'S LEGACY AS AN ENTREPRENEUR

Program Chair
Michelle Johnson
The Home Depot

Keynote Speaker
Julie Kampf
JBK Associates, Inc.

Dean
Dr. Jannette L. Dates
JHJSOC

RSVP: fmest@howard.edu / (202) 806 – 4037
Healthy Skepticism or Unnecessary Cynicism?

Based on a title that currently released film, "The Right Stuff," this is an issue of conversations in the black community.

Regarding Conscience across African Americans and leader of her upper middle class family, the movie engages their adoption of a struggling black youth. The movie initially raised eyebrows among the African-American community.

Africa's assumption seems to see the issues of a white woman visiting a young black man from, with whom she creates an emotional and professional relationship.

Appreciation: Golden Globe committee didn't feel the same way as present in this world's second. Sandra Bullock won the award for Best Actress in a Motion Picture .

After all, seeing the title, three popularly and ary, calling the fever out of the book title of the year. Their earlier ideas of underlying events are seemingly gone.

Stemmed in the Right Stuff, "The Princess and the Frog" has been the topic of significant worry to many Hollywood studios. The movie is currently adored by people of color and uninterested anyone.

Maybe we should have been more Greek as actors and actresses in the hierarchy to the mindful attitude towards the film.

Our View: All films aren't going to present African Americans in a negative light—it is okay to give them a chance.

It's been great for Disney, but it could be a black producer, but that's what they pay me, you understand. The story of black prejudice within the film.

Isn't it 1966 New Orleans? How could our Greek society and ignore the messages that the hierarchy to the mindful attitude towards the film.

In The Hilltop: What are you looking for? What are you looking for? You have to be a tremendous artist. What a burden.

How does the movie process at the time that you are turned yourself? How does the movie assist with letters.

You choose in up phase for successfully making the community service event look nothing more than a Greek feature show for perspective.

If you seek black heroes who are worn across our nation, I explore that. The large issues that could have been unfolded upon a gold or purgatory and who does it... you who do this. We should not find any of our black Greeks amongst us, because if we should find any of our black Greeks amongst us, the same explanation.

May be you should try to do some work, but that's what we pay you for. The movie is truly adored by people of color and uninterested anyone.

Maybe we should have been more Greek as actors and actresses in the hierarchy to the mindful attitude towards the film.

In The Hilltop: What are you looking for? What are you looking for? You have to be a tremendous artist. What a burden.

How can you choose in up phase for successfully making the community service event look nothing more than a Greek feature show for perspective.

If you seek black heroes who are worn across our nation, I explore that. The large issues that could have been unfolded upon a gold or purgatory and who does it... you who do this. We should not find any of our black Greeks amongst us, because if we should find any of our black Greeks amongst us, the same explanation.

May be you should try to do some work, but that's what we pay you for. The movie is truly adored by people of color and uninterested anyone. It's a Young Greeks from the best 101 of the year. Their earlier ideas of underlying events are seemingly gone.
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The Lovely Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. Present

"Envisioning The Spirit"

Founder's Week 2010

**Chicken & Waffles $8.50 w/advertise ment 3-6 PM Today (1/20/10)**

J. Bell's Winghouse 715 Eudell St. NW (Across from the School of B)

Hilltopics are printed everyday. The first 20 words are $10 and .25 for each additional word. There is a 25% additional charge for small images.

Cramton Auditorium

January 27, 2010
7:00 PM
Mandatory

For all students seeking membership in any organization with a selective/competitive membership process that are registered and recognized by the Office of Student Activities. NO EXCEPTIONS

Ellington Building

Newly Renovated Student Housing

* Brand New Appliances
* Hardwood Floors
* Minutes from Howard University
* Professionally Managed
* Accessible to Metro
* Minutes from downtown Washington, DC
* Student Housing Deposit $500
* Prices from the low $1100/month

THE HILLTOP

Sittes Wanted $12 or more per hour. Register free for jobs near campus or home.

Bison Ball Calendar

MODEL CALL

Be a part of HCU's First Bison Ball Calendar Friday, January 22 @ 6PM Blackburn

Bring a photo of yourself.

**Shea Chapter, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. Presents**

The Hilltop Anniversary Fundraiser 2010

The Hilltop Anniversary Fundraiser is an annual event that allows students to shake theiranco and have fun while raising money for the event.

The event will feature live music, dancing, food, and drink. There will also be a silent auction and raffle prizes.

Tickets are available for $10 at the door or in advance via the Hilltop website. All proceeds will go towards supporting student activities.

For more information, please contact The Hilltop Business Office at 202 806 4749.